Clinical Practice Updates in Hemostasis and Thrombosis is designed to provide practitioners with information on the diagnosis and management of inherited and acquired hemostatic and thrombotic disorders along with new medication updates. Diagnostic and therapeutic approaches will be explored via interactive case discussions.

TARGET AUDIENCE
This educational activity targets practicing hematologists/oncologists who diagnose and treat patients with congenital and acquired hemostatic and thrombotic disorders as well as interested internists.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Upon completion of this education activity, learners should have the ability to:
- Describe initial evaluation of patients presenting with abnormal bleeding or venous thromboembolism;
- Apply best practices for the treatment of hemostatic and thrombotic disorders;
- Evaluate the risks and benefits of new treatment strategies for patients with hemostatic and thrombotic disorders.

CONTINUING EDUCATION CREDIT
The Emory University School of Medicine designates this live activity for a maximum of 6.5 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their participation in the activity.

Successful completion of this CME activity, which includes participation in the evaluation component, enables the participant to earn up to 6.5 MOC points in the American Board of Internal Medicine’s (ABIM) Maintenance of Certification (MOC) program. It is the CME activity provider’s responsibility to submit participant completion information to ACCME for the purpose of granting ABIM MOC credit.

The Emory University School of Medicine is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.

CONFERENCE LOCATION AND LODGING
The conference will be held in the Glenn Auditorium at Emory University Hospital Midtown, 550 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, GA 30308. Self-parking is available and costs $6.00/day.

A hotel room block has not been reserved. Therefore, a few nearby hotels are listed below for your convenience. Please request the Emory University rate when making reservations.

Crowne Plaza (1 block)
590 Peachtree St. NW, Atlanta, 30308
phone: 404-877-9000
http://www.cplatantamidtown.com

Regency Suites Hotel (1 block)
975 West Peachtree St. NW, Atlanta, 30309
phone: 404-876-5003
http://www.regencysuites.com

The Georgian Terrace (1 block)
659 Peachtree St. NE, Atlanta, 30308
phone: 404-897-1991
http://www.thegeorgianterrace.com

Hotel Indigo (1 block)
683 Peachtree Street NE, Atlanta, 30308
phone: 404-874-9200

REGISTRATION AND CANCELLATION INFORMATION
The registration fee includes course materials, continental breakfast, breaks, lunch and other amenities involved in a rewarding learning experience. Minimum and maximum enrollments have been established. A refund of your registration fee (less the administrative fee) will be made if written cancellation is received no later than October 20, 2018. The liability of Emory University is limited to the registration fee. Emory will not be responsible for any losses incurred by registrants, including but not limited to airfare cancellation or hotel deposits.

REGISTRATION FEE:
$139 for Physicians; $89 for Physicians Assistants/Nurse Practitioners/Nurses

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please contact Milini Mingo, 404-727-3612; milini.mingo@emory.edu or the Emory CME Office, 888-727-5695 with any questions.
AGENDA

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2018

7:00-7:50 A  REGISTRATION, BREAKFAST
AND EXHIBIT BROWSING

7:50-8:00  WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Christine L. Kempton, MD, MSc

SECTION I

8:00-8:25  UPDATE ON TREATMENT OF THROMBOTIC
THROMBOCYTOPENIA PURPURA
Ana Antun, MD, MSc

8:25-8:50  aHUS: STRATEGIES FOR
DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT
Morgan McLemore, MD

8:50-9:15  BEST PRACTICES FOR TREATMENT OF IMMUNE THROMBOCYTOPENIA
PURPURA
Michelle Lambert, MD

9:15-9:40  PANEL DISCUSSION: INTERESTING
CASES - FOCUS ON THROMBOCYTOPENIA

9:40-10:00  BREAK

SECTION II

10:00-10:25  APPROACH TO THE BLEEDING PATIENT
Alice Ma, MD

10:25-10:50  HEMOPHILIA: WHAT EVERY
HEMATOLOGIST NEEDS TO KNOW
Christine L. Kempton, MD, MSc

10:50-11:15  VON WILLEBRAND DISEASE:
PITFALLS OF DIAGNOSIS AND
TIPS FOR TREATMENT
Duc Tran, Jr, MD, MSc

11:15-11:40  IDENTIFYING AND TREATING
PATIENTS WITH ACQUIRED
COAGULATION INHIBITORS
Rebecca Kruse - Jerres, MD, MPH

11:40-12:30 LUNCH

12:30-12:55  MANAGEMENT OF HEAVY
MENSTRUAL BLEEDING IN
WOMEN WITH BLEEDING
DISORDERS: A GYNECOLOGIST’S
PERSPECTIVE
Kalinda Woods, MD

12:55-1:20  PANEL DISCUSSION: INTERESTING
CASES - FOCUS ON BLEEDING
DISORDERS

SECTION III

Moderator - Manila Gaddh, MD

1:20-1:55  CURRENT APPROACH TO TREATMENT
OF CANCER-ASSOCIATED
THROMBOSIS
Manila Gaddh, MD

1:55-2:15  BREAK

2:15-3:10  TREATMENT OF
PULMONARY EMBOLISM
Wissam Jaber, MD

3:10-3:35  ANTICOAGULATION FOR VENOUS
THROMBOEMBOLISM: HOW LONG
IS LONG ENOUGH?
Marc Carrier, MD, FRCPC

3:35-4:00  PANEL DISCUSSION: INTERESTING
CASES - FOCUS ON THROMBOTIC
DISORDERS

4:00  CLOSING REMARKS
Christine L. Kempton, MD, MSc
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REGISTRATION

CLINICAL PRACTICE
UPDATES IN HEMOSTASIS
AND THROMBOSIS
NOVEMBER 10, 2018
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

ONLINE REGISTRATION RECOMMENDED
www.emory.edu/CME

or register on this form if you are faxing or mailing

Name: ____________________________________________
Specialty/Title: ______________________________________
Organization: _______________________________________
Address: __________________________________________
City/State/Zip: ______________________________________
Phone: __________________ Fax: ___________________
Email:  _____________________________________________

Special Accommodations: _____________________________
Dietary Restrictions: __________________________________

TUITION:
[] Physicians – $139
[] Physician Assistants / Nurse Practitioners / Nurses – $89

Total Payments $ ________________

Make check payable to:
Emory University School of Medicine

FOR INFORMATION:
Phone: 404-727-3612
Toll Free: 888-727-5695
Email: milini.mingo@emory.edu